
 EZ-Clean™ Vertex®

Floor Scales
METTLER TOLEDO EZ-CLEAN VERTEX is a fully electronic pit type floor scale with a pneumatically
operated tilting platform.  This permits full access to the underside of the scale and the pit area for complete
washdown and sanitation.
The EZ-CLEAN is constructed of stainless steel throughout...including load cells, weighbridge, scale frame,
and the NEMA 4X junction box.  To provide extra flexibility, the junction box is available with the standard
analog output, (Model # 2158) or METTLER TOLEDO’s exclusive Enhanced DigiTOL output (Model # 2160).
Access to the junction box is from the top of the scale, which allows for easy installation and maintenance.
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Specifications 1000, 2500, 5000 lb 10,000 lb
Scale Sizes (ft.) 3 x 3, 4 x 4, 4 x 5, 4 x 6, 5 x 5 4 x 4, 4 x 5, 4 x 6, 5 x 5, 5 x 7

Features Benefits
Rocker Pin Suspension � Scale is self-aligning and self-centering, so that only vertical

forces are transmitted to the load cell
304 Stainless Steel Scale � Washdown Safe; ideal for corrosive environments
Pneumatic Control
Enclosure

� Insures only authorized personnel operate the system

Self-Deploying Safety
Supports

� Engages/disengages when platform is raised or lowered

Rugged Industrial
Construction

� 100% End Loading, ideal for concentrated loads such as
forklifts

� Mechanical overload stops integral to each load cell assembly
(1000 - 5000 lb scale capacities only)

Stainless Steel/
Hermetically Sealed
Load Cells*

� Provides maximum protection in harsh wet, corrosive
environments

Hazardous Area
Approval

� Factory Mutual Approved when used with METTLER TOLEDO
Intrinsically Safe Instruments.

Legal-for-trade
applications

� NTEP Certified for Class III, 5000d, COC # 91-097,
COC # 94-010

*1000 lb scale uses an environmentally sealed load cell

METTLER TOLEDO is the largest scale manufacturer in the world and has been a major
supplier of industrial weighing equipment since the turn of the century.  We have authorized
sales and service offices throughout the U.S., Canada, and every major part of the world.
Contact your nearest authorized METTLER TOLEDO distributor for details on METTLER
TOLEDO Floor Scales...or any other weighing applications.
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